Clothing and cloths
A sense of style. Your personal style for and in the
kitchen. Top quality chef’s clothing is part of that.
You will definitely find that in our collection of the
renowned brand Le Nouveau Chef. Products that excel
in fit, comfort and functionality. Sustainable, suitable
for industrial laundry, colorfast and highly durable.
With our collection of kitchen linen, you combine style
with practical use. With high quality and safe fabrics,
we put working and wearing convenience first. Our
collection is also highly durable for professional use
and does not decrease in quality after washing.
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Chef’s jacket Gusto white

Chef’s jacket Glasgow white
Chef’s jacket Gusto

Chef’s jacket Glasgow

Chef’s jackets
Gusto

Glasgow

The chef’s jacket Gusto is a slimfit. The design is ‘clean’ and will therefore be appreciated
by both classic and modern chefs. The very lightweight fabric consists of 35 % BCI cotton
/ 65 % polyester (white) or 35 % BCI cotton / 65 % recycled polyester (black) and most of
the cotton is on the inside. This makes it comfortable to wear and regulates moisture.
This model comes in black and white, has a breast and pen pocket and an invisible
fastening with stainless steel snaps down the middle.

A modern chef’s jacket for gentlemen with a classic ‘Hilton’ design, made of luxurious
stretchy fabric. The chef’s jacket has a pen pocket on the sleeve, a hidden pocket and
an apron loop in the neck. The composition is 65% polyester and 35% BCI cotton.

Article

Size

Article

Size

Gusto white

XXXS up to XXXXXXL

Glasgow white

XXS up to XXXXL

Gusto black

XXXS up to XXXXXXL

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.
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Chef’s hat Fez white

Chef’s hat beret black

Chef’s hats
Kitchen pant Oregon

A classic French model or rather a modern look? We have two chef’s hats in various
models on offer in our collection. Both with adjustment options on the inside, so the hat
can be made to measure for each size. Available in black and white.

Kitchen pant Ontario

Kitchen pants

Article

Length size

Size

Oregon and Ontario

Chef’s hat (baret)

32

One size

Oregon and Ontario are unisex chef’s pants. The model of both pants is a sturdy
5-pocket jeans with slimfit legs. The fabric consists of 35% BCI cotton / 65% recycled
polyester and is stretchy, which increases wearing comfort. The Oregon is black and the
Ontario is blue. The Oregon is available in 3 length sizes.

Chef’s hat (Fez)

34

One size

Article

Length size

Size

Oregon (black)

32

26 - 34

34

28 - 42

36

30 - 36

34

28 - 42

Ontario (blue)

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.

The minimal order quantity is 5 pieces.
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Aprons

Kitchen cloths

Aprons are very suitable to present your brigade uniformly dressed to your guests..
Quick and without large investments. Blycolin has various types of aprons in its
assortment, so there is ample choice.

The kitchen cloths is Blycolin’s collection are distinctive. First and foremost because
of their functionality. All of our kitchen cloths are composed in such a way that they do
exactly and excellently what they are intended for. Besides this, our kitchen cloths have
a surprisingly pretty design. We have said farewell to blue and chosen black and white.
Different and refreshing!

Article

Size

Packed per

Apron Paris white

100/100 cm 10 pieces

Apron Paris black

100/100 cm 10 pieces

Article

Size

Packed per

Apron Paris nimbus gray

100/100 cm 10 pieces

Tea towel Nationaal black/white, 100% cotton

65/65 cm

12 pieces

Neck apron Vienna white

70/110 cm

10 pieces

Glass cloth diamond black/white, half-linen/half-cotton

65/65 cm

12 pieces

Neck apron Vienna black

70/110 cm

10 pieces

Neck apron Vienna gray

70/110 cm

10 pieces

Block cloth black/white, 100% cotton

65/65 cm

12 pieces

Neck apron Innovation black or nimbus grey

100/110 cm 10 pieces

Serving cloth white with gray, 100% cotton

65/40 cm

12 pieces

Apron bands

Size

Set of apron bands:
white, black and gray

112/3,5 cm 10 pairs

The minimal order quantity is 12 pieces.

The (neck) aprons have separate apron bands, except for the Innovation apron.
The composition is 65% polyester and 35% cotton. The minimal order quantity is 10 pieces.

A sense of style and ambiance. Top quality chef’s clothing is part of
that. You will definitely find that in our collection of the renowned
brand Le Nouveau Chef. Le Nouveau Chef’s clothing is sustainable,
suitable for industrial laundry, colorfast, safe and very durable.

Packed per

Embroidery
Clothing with your company name or logo adds extra style. Embroidery of your own
signature is also an extra barrier against potential theft of your company clothing.
Blycolin can embroider your clothes with your texts and company style.
Embroid
First line of text
Every next line of text
Logos upon request
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